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Harmonic Bat Pattern 

The Harmonic Bat is a variation to the Gartley pattern 
which was developed by Scott Carney. It is considered to be 

one of the more accurate patterns exhibiting a higher 
success rate than any other harmonic patterns. The bat 

pattern might look similar to a Gartley 222 Butterfly 
pattern but differs only minutely in terms of the Fibonacci 
ratios between the swing/ pivot points. 

The Harmonic Pattern Bat is made up of 5 swing points, X,A, 
B, C and D and come in Bullish and Bearish bat variations.



The Harmonic Bat pattern has the following 
characteristics which can be used to identify the Bat 
pattern. 

AB leg can retrace between 38.2% – 50% of XA leg 

BC leg can retrace between 38.2% – 88.6% of AB leg 

CD leg can retrace up to 88.6% of XA leg 

CD leg can also be an extension of between 

1.618%-2.618% of AB leg



The chart below shows an example of the 
harmonic bullish and bearish Bat patterns.



The main difference between the Harmonic Bat and the 
Gartley 222 Pattern is the points or swing leg of AB. 

In terms of the target levels, the first target is set to 

61.8% of CD, followed by 1.272% of CD and finally the 

projection of XA from D, the entry point.



Bearish Bat Pattern Example
This Chart below shows an example of a bearish harmonic bat pattern which was executed perfectly. 

After identifying the XA leg, we notice AB retracing 48.8% of XA, well within the 38.2% – 50% retracement level 

BC leg then declines to retrace 52.2% of AB (within the limits of 88.6% of AB leg) 

CD then rallies to retrace 89.5%, which overshot the ideal reversal level of 88.6%, while staying within the range of 2.618% extension of AB leg. 

After price rallied to point D, it promptly reversed. A short position would then be executed with stops near the high of X.  

The first target 1 comes in at 61.8% of CD, followed by target 2 at 1.272% of CD and finally target 3, which is the projected XA distance from the 

PRZ level at D.



Bullish Bat Pattern Example
The below chart shows an example of a bullish bat pattern. 

Here, we notice that AB retraced 53.7% (almost close to 50%) of XA leg 

BC then rallies to retrace 65.6% of the XA leg, within the limits of 88.6% 

CD then retraces 60.5% of XA and an extension of 119.2% of AB leg (although not 

completely qualifying the final leg).



In any case, price reversed near point D to reach all the 

three objectives of target 1 which is 61.8% of CD, target 

2, the 127.2% extension of CD and finally target 3, the 

XA projected distance from the PRZ level at D. 

From the above, we do notice that the Gartley 222 and 

the Bat patterns are almost similar with some minute 
differences as pointed out in the table. Traders 

shouldn’t really bother themselves as to the type of 

harmonic pattern that is being formed as the stop loss 
and target levels are the same as trading the Gartley 

222 pattern.



CRAB Harmonic Pattern
The Harmonic Pattern CRAB is yet another discovery by Scott Carney and is identified by its 
long stretching swing points. In the crab pattern the PRZ level at swing/pivot point D is 

overstretched and shoots beyond the initial swing/pivot point of X. This is the main key 

difference between other harmonic patterns. The crab pattern, while easy to identify requires 

a bit of skill in trading the patterns, which is shown in the trade examples. 

The Crab patterns structure is described in the following chart.



As we can see from the above structure of the Crab pattern, that while most of the swing 

points remain the same, it is the point D which is the main differentiating factor that sets 

apart the Harmonic Crab pattern from the rest of the patterns. 

The key characteristics used to identify the Harmonic Crab pattern are as follows: 

AB leg can retrace anywhere between 38.2% up to 61.8% 

BC can retrace 38.2% – 88.6% of AB leg 

CD is an extension of up to 161.8% of XA leg and is also an extension of 224% – 316% of the AB 

leg 

After the crab pattern is established, traders can take their positions at or from point D (at 

the high or at the low of the price bar at D) targeting 61.8% and 127.2% of CD leg. 

Unlike other harmonic patterns, the crab pattern when formed can be very volatile. There 

are no fixed stop loss levels and therefore a bit of subjectivity is required. Traders usually 

wait for a high and a low to be formed before placing their stops at or above/below these 

reversal levels.



Bullish CRAB Example
The below chart shows a real time trading example of the Bullish crab pattern. It is easily identified by the swing 

point D, which clearly overextended below the previous swing point X. After the pattern is identified, a long 

position would be taken near the high of the point D. Another way to confirm the trade entry is to look for 

possible bullish candlestick price action. 

In the below case, we can see an outside bar being formed followed by a bullish candle to the upside. Entering the 

trade at the high of the candle formed at D with stops at the low of D gives a tight stop loss level. 

The targets are then set to 61.8% of the CD leg followed the second target at 127.2% of the CD leg.



Bearish CRAB Example
The bearish Crab pattern example in the below chart shows how price reacts near the PRZ level of 
swing/pivot point D. In the above example, AB retraces to 53.7% of the XA leg and then declines 

towards 70.1% of AB leg. Price then rallies from C form the CD leg which is an extension of 162.6% of 

XA leg and 389.3% of AB leg. 

An observation from the bearish Crab pattern does not meet the Fib levels to the dot. However the 

overall price action and structure makes it a qualified bearish crab. 

After identifying the crab pattern, a short position is taken at the low of the price at swing/pivot 

point D with stops at the high. The targets are 61.8% and 127.2% of the CD leg, which price manages to 

reach.



One of the shortcomings of the Crab pattern is that it is 
a bit complex. Combine this with the fact that the stop 

loss levels needs to be adjusted can mean that traders 

will view the stop levels differently.  

The harmonic crab pattern is best to use along with 

other trading methods, especially horizontal support/
resistance as well as trend lines. Some traders also 

prefer to make use of oscillators to confirm the bearish 
momentum especially when price is trading the PRZ swing 

point D.



Harmonic Butterfly

The Harmonic Pattern Butterfly is closely related to the Gartley 
222 pattern with the main difference being that the Butterfly 
pattern’s CD extends beyond the XA leg. The Gartley Butterfly 

pattern is also identified by the classic ‘M’ and ‘W’ patterns. 

The Butterfly pattern was one of the many harmonic patterns 
developed by H.M Gartley which were then fine tunes with the 

introduction of the Fib rations by Scott Carney and Larry 
Pesavento. Visually, the Butterfly pattern looks similar to the 

Gartley 222 pattern, especially the Fib ratios between the pivot 

points.



The Butterfly pattern can be found near key market 
reversal points, usually at intermediate highs and 

lows. The appearance of the butterfly pattern 

indicates reversals when it is validated. The chart 

below gives an illustration of the Bullish and Bearish 

butterfly patterns.



The main rules of the Bullish and Bearish Butterfly patterns are as follows: 

AB can retrace up to 78.6% of the XA leg 

BC can retrace between 38.2% – 88.6% of AB 

CD can be an extension of 1.618% – 2.618% of AB 

CD can also be an extension of up to 1.272% – 1.618% of XA leg 

The point D is known as the PRZ or Potential Reversal Zone 

From Point D, a trade can be entered with stops at or above (below) the price point at D. 

Butterfly Target Levels 

Once a position is entered at D, profits can be booked at 61.8% of CD with the second 

target at 127.2%. Despite the above rules, in real time such text book patterns that 

qualify every point of the swing legs do not form as expected, so traders should be a bit 

flexible while identifying the butterfly patterns.



Bearish Butterfly Example
 AB leg retraced to 79.9% of the XA leg 

BC retraced close to 96.9% of the AB leg. This would have made this Butterfly pattern a bit weaker but it is a butterfly pattern 

nonetheless 

CD extends close to 1.17% of the XA leg and forms the basis for the trade entry. 

Once the swing/pivot point at D is formed, price starts to break down and promptly reaches the target of 61.8% and 1.272% of the CD leg. 

While the above bearish butterfly might not have met all the requirements as outlined, it does demonstrate that traders have to be a bit 

flexible when applying the ratios.



Bullish Butterfly Example
 AB leg retraces 62.1% of the XA leg 

BC retraces close to 65.6% of the AB leg 

CD extends XA by 1.40% 

Placing a long order above the high created at point D saw the price rally to 61.8% and then 127.2% of the CD leg. 
Here again we can see how the bullish butterfly pattern, did not meet all the rules specified in the trade rules but 

managed to rally and meet the price objectives.



The butterfly pattern therefore is an easy to trade 
harmonic pattern which offers a highly reliable trade 
probability. The risk/rewards may of course vary 

depending on how far the CD leg extends and therefore 
traders should be looking to trade only those 
butterfly patterns that offers a lower risk and higher 

reward trades.



Harmonic Shark Pattern
The Harmonic Shark pattern is a relatively new trading pattern that was 
discovered in 2011 by Scott Carney. The shark pattern is somewhat similar 

to the crab pattern identified by the overextended swing/pivot point C. The 

harmonic shark pattern is identified as shown in the picture below and uses 
0, X, A, B, C swing points to name the pivot/swing legs and is referred to as 

a 5-0 pattern.



The main differentiating factor between the Harmonic Shark and other patterns is that it 
relies on the 88.6% and the 113% reciprocal ratios. Once the price point at D is formed, 
prices rally or decline very swiftly and therefore it requires active management of the 
trade. In other words, you simply cannot set up the harmonic shark pattern and come 

back a while later to trade it as by that time price would have moved a significant 
distance. 

The Shark pattern has the following ratios: 

AB leg extends OX leg between 113% – 161.8% 

BC leg extends beyond O by 113% of the OX leg 

BC leg is also an extension of AX by 161.8% – 224% 

Unlike other harmonic patterns, the trades are entered as follows: 

Entry is at 88.6% of OX leg with stops coming in at point C 

Targets can be 61.8% of BC



Bearish Shark Example
The bearish shark pattern above shows, especially the entry and exit points. The entry is taken at 88.6% of 

the OX leg with the target coming in at 61.8% of BC leg.  

The ratios between the OXABC does not have to be correct to the dot as with most real time trade examples.  

Another feature of the shark pattern is that it is just as volatile as the harmonic crab pattern. The below 

chart shows the long range bodies of the candlesticks along with the long spikes that are formed 
especially near the PRZ zone of C.



Bullish Sark Example

The bullish shark pattern above shows the volatility that is 
usually formed near the PRZ level of D. In the above example, we 

notice that the entry at 88.6% was triggered very quickly with the 

price target at 61.8% being hit within a few candles. In the below 

example, we also notice that the stop loss levels for the trade 

were a bit wider.



This Shows the point that while there may be many shark 
patterns that can be formed, traders would have better success 

when they only trade the shark patterns that offer a 

reasonable risk/reward ratio. 

The harmonic shark pattern is distinctive yet different to the 
typical ‘M’ and ‘W’ shaped other harmonic patterns. The 

extended AB leg which is the extreme harmonic impulse wave is 
the most critical aspect for this structure to hold. 

The harmonic shark pattern is also a bit complex, Therefore 

traders who are new to harmonic trading should trade the 
shark pattern only after they have gained considerable 
experience identifying this pattern on their charts.



Harmonic Cypher Pattern

The Harmonic Cypher pattern is visually an inverse 
pattern of the more common Butterfly harmonic 
pattern. It is not as commonly occurring as the 

Butterfly pattern and is distinct by the strict rules 

that govern the Cypher harmonic pattern. The Cypher 

pattern was discovered and defined by Darren Oglesbee.



The chart below shows a bullish and a bearish Forex 
Cypher pattern.



The main rules of the Bullish and Bearish Cypher patterns are as follows: 

The Cypher pattern starts with a market price that establishes the X and A points. Once this leg is determined, the pattern 

evolves. 

Point B retraces to 0.382 – 0.618 Fibonacci level of the leg XA 

Point C is formed when prices extend the XA leg by at least 1.272 or within 1.130 – 1.414 on the Fibonacci extension level. 

Point D is formed when it retraces 0.782 Fibonacci level of XC 

Point D is also where prices are expected to reverse 

Targets are determined as 0.382 and 0.618 Fibonacci levels of the CD leg 

Stops losses are placed a few pips below or above the high or low of point X



Bearish Cypher Example
After forming the (XA) leg, price retraced to 0.566% to form point (B) 

From (B), the (C) leg extended (XA) by a 1.418% 

From (C), price then rallied to point (D), marking a 0.972% retracement of (XA) 

The short position after point D saw prices falling to 0.382% and 0.618% of the CD leg with 

stops at the high above or near (X)



Bullish Cypher Pattern
After the (XA) rally, prices retraced to 0.462% to mark point (B) 

From B, price rallied back but did not make a new high, but just close enough to point (A) high to mark 

(C) 

From (C), prices then fell below (B) but above (X),retracing (XA) to 0.763 

From (D), price then rallied to reach the 0.382% and 0.618% retracement level of (CD). The entry would 

have been a few points above (D) with stops at (X)



The cypher forex pattern is not as common as other harmonic 
patterns such as Gartley’s or butterfly patterns 

Although the occurrence of the cypher pattern is rare, it is by 

no means a pattern that offers a higher probability 

Due to the rare occurrence of the cypher pattern, traders 

should make room for adjustments to the Fib levels 

Waiting for the perfect cypher pattern will result in the trader 
watching the charts for a very long time with no valid set up 
occurring 

The cypher pattern can occur on any time frame but is best to 
use on H1 and higher


